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Introduction

Overwhelm. Distractions at work. Tasks piling up half completed. Missing catching up with
friends. Trying to balance it all. These are common features we may experience in and out of
work. Take a deep relaxing breath… this could be a book for you.

From an “Aha!” moment watching the movie “City Slickers”, the author Gary Keller has put a
concept into practice that he has encapsulated in one sentence that people can ask themselves
at work and in their personal lives. This one sentence has changed his life and the lives of many
others:

 

What's The ONE Thing I can do, such that by doing it everything else will be easier or
unnecessary? ([1])

 

Throughout the book, Keller shares some of the actions he has applied when turning around his
own and others’ businesses. He dispels some common myths and misinformation about what
success is, what it should be and what it looks like.

Keller got tired of “playing success” and removed himself from long work hours and an
“overachiever lifestyle” by joining his local Overachievers Anonymous. He learnt that “success
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isn’t in all the things we do but in the handful of things we do well”.

Many inspirational stories and research are shared with heartfelt dedication and passion
throughout the book. Whether applied to work, relationships or physical health, this is a book
about helping readers to find focus and ask the important questions for living on purpose.

Here is an overview.

 

The domino effect

Keller shares some of the various research that has been conducted over the decades on the
power of the domino effect (i.e. consequence of cause and effect). A 1983 study found that a
single domino is capable of bringing down another domino that is 50% larger ([2]).

Keller picks up on this, working with the analogy of the “domino effect” (also known as “the
mechanical effect” and “the ripple effect”) to describe the importance of identifying and focusing
on the “one most important thing”. Line up your priorities with the lead domino, your smallest
focus for each day, and watch it unfold, action building on action, with success built sequentially
(not simultaneously), one thing at a time. Start by doing the right thing, and then the next right
thing. Over time it adds up and the “geometric potential of success is unleashed.”

Keller explores the misinformation about success, sharing a list he calls “The 6 lies of success”.
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The second part of the book explores purpose, priority and productivity with some tools to assist
clearing the clutter and dialling down the stress.
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Time blocking

Making sure that what is prioritised gets done.

Time block your time off each day for keeping yourself healthy, recharged and rewarded1.
Time block your ONE thing2.
Time block your planning time3.

 

Four thieves that can rob you of your productivity

Inability to say “No”  Focusing is about saying “No”. You can’t please everyone. Leverage1.
your “yeses” given the type of work you do. For example, if you are an online business, have
a Frequently Asked Questions page.
Fear of chaos  Accept that some chaos is inevitable.2.
Poor health habits  Personal energy mismanagement leads to sacrificing your health. Keller3.
suggests a daily energy plan that includes meditation and eating well. Manage your energy
as ”your body doesn’t come with a warranty”.
Your environment doesn’t support your goals  Your environment is what you experience4.
every day and who you see. Those around you are more important than you might be
aware. “Attitude is contagious and it spreads quickly”.

 

Big picture questions for developing a vision for your life

“What’s my ONE thing?”

 

Small focus question for each day

“What’s my ONE thing right now?”. This keeps you attentive to your most important immediate
needs for yourself and other important people in your life.

 

Examples of the ONE thing in practice

“What's the ONE thing I can do (today, this week, this month, this year) such that by doing it
everything else will be easier or unnecessary?”

For my health
For my personal life
For my key relationships
For my business/work
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 For more focused questions you can ask yourself:

“What’s the one thing I can do (today, this week…) to ensure that I exercise?”
“What’s the one thing I can do (today, this week)…to improve my skill at …..?”
“What’s the one thing I can do (today, this week…) to further my career?”

 

'The ONE Thing' encourages you to think big, create a list, prioritise that list so a geometric
progression can happen and then chip away on the first thing – the ONE thing that starts your
domino run. It is an enjoyable and inspiring read, with practical applications for any aspect of your
life.

 

Key takeaways

“You are the first domino”
Extraordinary results require you to get your focus as small as possible, simplify your
thinking and crystallise what you must do. It begins with going small (not thinking small!).
Big picture, small focus
“Your big ONE thing is your purpose and your small One thing is the priority you take action
on to achieve it”
“Argue for your limitations, you might get to keep them”
Define your purpose; prioritise what you need to do to fulfil your purpose; and increase your
productivity as a result

See Wired to Grow book review for more details on multi-tasking and forming new habits.

http://vital.ly/hub/wiredtogrow
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